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ABSTRACT

A key skill for successful clinician educators is the effective dissemination of scholarly innovations and research. Although there are many ways to disseminate scholarship, the most accepted and rewarded form of educational scholarship is publication in peer-reviewed journals. This paper provides direction for emergency medicine (EM) educators interested in publishing their scholarship via traditional peer-reviewed avenues. It builds upon four literature reviews that aggregated recommendations for writing and publishing high-quality quantitative and qualitative research, innovations, and reviews. Based on the findings from these literature reviews, the recommendations were prioritized for importance and relevance to novice clinician educators by a broad community of medical educators. The top items from the expert vetting process were presented to the 2016 Canadian Association of Emergency Physicians (CAEP) Academic Symposium Consensus Conference on Education Scholarship. This community of EM educators identified the highest yield recommendations for junior medical education scholars. This manuscript elaborates upon the top recommendations identified through this consensus-building process.

INTRODUCTION

Emergency medicine (EM) is committed to medical education.3 Previous work by the Academic Section of the Canadian Association of Emergency Physicians (CAEP) demonstrates that our discipline is involved in teaching at every Canadian medical school.2 However, the volume of our specialty’s contribution to education scholarship is not proportional. Improved dissemination is vital to advance the field because it allows educators to build on each other’s work.3

RÉSUMÉ

L’une des principales clés du succès parmi les médecins cliniciens enseignants est la diffusion efficace des travaux scientifiques touchant la recherche ou l’innovation. Certes, il existe de nombreux moyens de diffuser des travaux scientifiques, mais la forme la plus courante et la plus prestigieuse est la publication de travaux de recherche en éducation dans des revues à comité de lecture. Les auteurs offrent, dans l’article, une voie à suivre aux médecins enseignants en médecine d’urgence (MU), désireux de publier leurs travaux scientifiques par la voie classique des articles évalués par les pairs. Le contenu repose sur quatre examens de la documentation qui ont permis de dégager des recommandations sur la rédaction et la publication de travaux de qualité concernant la recherche quantitative ou qualitative, les rapports sur l’innovation ou les revues systématiques. Les recommandations, tirées des examens de la documentation, ont été classées par ordre de priorité en fonction de l’importance et de la pertinence pour les nouveaux cliniciens enseignants, par un large éventail de médecins enseignants. Les principaux éléments extraits de cet examen détaillé, réalisé par des experts, ont été présentés durant la conférence consensuelle sur les travaux scientifiques en enseignement, tenue dans le cadre du Symposium sur les affaires universitaires de l’ACMU de 2016. La communauté de cliniciens enseignants en MU a dégagé les recommandations qui leur semblaient les plus utiles aux jeunes chercheurs en enseignement de la médecine. L’article fait donc état des principales recommandations relevées tout le long de ce processus consensuel d’édification.
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In 2013, Bhanji et al. created a “how-to” guide for EM education scholarship.\textsuperscript{4} This primer served as a launching point to inspire clinical teachers interested in engaging in scholarship. The dissemination of EM-relevant education research and scholarship has many merits, ranging from personal satisfaction and academic recognition\textsuperscript{3} to improved learning environments and enhanced patient care. This dissemination may galvanize a national community of practice, allowing clinician educators to learn from each other’s successes and failures.

Unfortunately, the quality of Canadian medical education scholarship has lagged behind that of our clinical research.\textsuperscript{3} Novice academics, in particular, have had difficulty publishing within medical education: rejection rates from medical education journals can be 87\% or higher, and there are not as many venues or guides to publication available to medical education researchers.\textsuperscript{5} Fortunately, studies have shown that many flaws leading to manuscript rejection are preventable or fixable,\textsuperscript{6} suggesting that, through guidance and support, it may be possible to increase the dissemination of medical education research.

The purpose of this 2016 CAEP Academic Symposium consensus conference was to highlight key steps to elevate the level of Canadian EM education scholarship by providing high-yield recommendations to education scholars attempting to disseminate their research via peer-reviewed publication. Herein, we identify the key quality markers for quantitative research, qualitative research, innovation reports, reviews, and knowledge synthesis studies within medical education.

**METHODS**

In 2016, the Academic Section of CAEP held its second consensus conference on education. In preparation for this consensus conference, a series of four structured literature reviews were conducted to identify markers of high-quality education publications.

**Search methodology**

We conducted a series of scoping reviews to aggregate advice from the literature about how to best write four types of education scholarship manuscripts: quantitative studies,\textsuperscript{2} qualitative studies,\textsuperscript{8} innovation reports,\textsuperscript{9} and reviews/synthesis works.\textsuperscript{10} These reviews resulted in distinct, genre-specific lists of quality markers related to these types of education scholarship. The number of items identified by each group ranged from 30 for innovation reports\textsuperscript{9} to 157 for quantitative research.\textsuperscript{7} It was recognized that the high number of recommendations limited their practical application. A consensus process was used to identify key items.

**External validation of quality indicator lists**

To triangulate our findings and triage the essential markers of quality, an online survey for each category of scholarship was conducted. Four surveys (one for each topic) were published on CanadiEM.org weekly from April 4, 2016 to May 1, 2016 and emailed to the corresponding authors of key papers found in the literature reviews. We also attempted to crowd-source the expert opinions of relevant EM and medical education virtual communities of practice using social media.\textsuperscript{11,12} Specifically, the surveys were promoted on Twitter using the hashtags #MedEd (Medical Education) and #FOAMed (Free Open Access Medical education) and on the CanadiEM Facebook page. The survey also allowed participants to submit additional quality elements not identified by the thematic analysis using free text. Demographic information on survey participants was captured.

This survey allowed us to incorporate the expertise of medical educators unable to attend the consensus conference. Survey participants were asked to identify the top 25 quality markers by endorsing whether they thought each of the items should be included in the final list. Appendix A (see supplementary material) includes the surveys and demographics of survey respondents. Appendix B provides the top 25 quality markers for each category of medical education scholarship identified by the survey participants.

**Consensus conference final ranking**

Poster presentations containing the top 25 quality markers for the four categories of education scholarship were provided to the 2016 CAEP Academic Symposium on Education Scholarship Consensus Conference participants. In the event of a tie for the 25th item, all items tied for that position were included. Each item was listed along with the percentage of votes that it received in the online consensus process.

Using a previously published methodology for achieving a group consensus,\textsuperscript{13-19} participants reviewed each of the four posters in a small group and indicated the top five most important elements in each by placing a sticker next to them. Participants were also asked to add
any additional relevant items not represented within the list for each category. The key items for each category were presented to the reassembled large group of consensus conference participants for endorsement or amendment during the conference proceedings. This process was facilitated by the authors of this report.

**Recommendation review**

Following the consensus conference, selected recommendations for each of the four categories were reviewed. Although there were significant disparities between the consensus recommendations, four common themes were identified by the authors, which were represented in nearly every category. These recommendations were explicitly identified and expanded upon as the top four items of importance for the dissemination of all types of medical education research by the consensus conference.

**RECOMMENDATIONS**

Figure 1 outlines the four thematic elements identified by the consensus conference as being important to the success of those seeking to publish their education scholarship. Figure 2 outlines the top key category-specific recommendations in each area. Further clarification of these items can be found in Appendix C (see supplementary material).

**DISCUSSION**

In the Canadian EM education community, there is an increasing desire to encourage teachers and educators to generate scholarship. The Education Working Group within CAEP’s Academic Section has sought to encourage the scholarly dissemination of work so that EM educators from across the country can improve their teaching techniques and educational systems. The first series of papers from the 2013 Academic Symposium helped define education scholarship, described how we could support careers of educators, and 3) provided beginners with a guide on how to begin developing a scholarly track record. We sought to build upon this previous work by assisting educators in generating high quality education scholarship.

Because many novice educators find the traditional peer review publication processes daunting, we sought to isolate the most common stumbling blocks and provide advice to overcome them. Our proceedings during this academic symposium allowed us to view the literature guiding education scholarship through the two lenses of most of the participants: the experienced educators who have mentored novice educators through the scholarly process, and the novice or junior educator who is entering into this field for the first time. By merging these two perspectives, we have generated four overall recommendations (see Figure 1) and multiple genre-specific recommendations (see Figure 2, with clarification in Appendix C).

**Recommendation 1: Respect related work and show that the research or innovation adds to the field.**

It is critical for education scholars to conduct a thorough, up-to-date, and critical literature search to ground their work in the existing literature. Per Bordage, incorporating a “…thoughtful, focused, up-to-date review of the literature…” was one of the top five reasons for recommending acceptance of a manuscript. Failing to cite recent literature or citing only local examples can be a red flag for editors. Moreover, once links to previous work have been demonstrated, authors need to articulate how an innovation is novel or fills a void in the current literature.

**Recommendation 2: Use existing conceptual frameworks and theories to inform and guide scholarship**

Conceptual frameworks are ways of thinking about a study or a dilemma, a lens through which one can examine the complexities of educational or social phenomenon.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Recommendation</th>
<th>Focus</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Respect related work and show that the research or innovation adds to the field.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Use existing conceptual frameworks and theories to inform and guide scholarship.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>State clearly the goal(s) or question(s) of the article, ensuring that they are timely, relevant, prevalent, and/or necessary.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Respect category-specific conventions when submitting for publication.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1. Key Elements of Publishable Medical Education Scholarship
These frameworks can act to “illuminate and magnify” various aspects of education scholarship. The lack of a conceptual or theoretical framework led to the rejection of manuscripts submitted to major educational journals 62.2% of the time. An exception to this rule may be in the development of a new theory via quantitative methods such as grounded theory. Even then, however, it is important to ensure that links to previous similar work are made.

**Recommendation 3: State clearly the goal(s) or question(s) of the manuscript, ensuring that they are timely, relevant, prevalent, and/or necessary**

Having an important goal is key to successful publication and a top reason that reviewers used to explain why they recommended acceptance of papers. The academic community values clarity of writing. Editors, reviewers, and especially readers benefit from clear articulation of the intentions underpinning scholarship.

**Recommendation 4: Respect category-specific conventions when submitting for publication**

The various categories of medical education scholarship have different conventions. When writing a paper, it is important that authors adhere to the language and style specific to each of these categories. Figure 2 more fully identifies key recommendations that must be considered for different categories of education scholarship, and these recommendations are more fully clarified within Appendix C.

With regards to all types of scholarship, it is crucial to explain why a particular study is important, and more specifically, to whom it is important. Many reviewers and editors will remind authors to answer two central questions: “So what?” and “Who cares?” The “So what?” question ensures that you have clearly made a case for why your research question is novel and interesting to the field. At times, a study may answer a

---

**Figure 2.** Key Genre-based Recommendations for Medical Education Scholarship

### Key Recommendations for Clarification about Quantitative Medical Education Scholarship

1. Ensure the research question is important to a key audience within the field medical education.
2. Define a unique research question before justifying the most appropriate methodology to answer it.
3. Define clearly the population of interest and the inclusion/exclusion criteria of participants.
4. Discuss the results in relation to the strengths and weaknesses in the methodology.

### Key Recommendations for Clarification about Qualitative Medical Education Scholarship

1. Declare and report one’s theoretical paradigms, values, or position.
2. Use a sampling plan that ensures that participants are relevant to the research question; ensure participant selection is well-reasoned.
3. Ensure that the data collection is comprehensive enough to support rich and robust observations of the observed/experienced events.
4. Use techniques to minimize biased or incomplete analysis: sufficiency, triangulation, respondent feedback (a.k.a. member checking), and fair dealing.
5. Critique the study, reflecting on whether the results are readily transferable.

### Key Recommendations for Clarification about Reviews & Synthesis Scholarship

1. Justify the type of review (e.g., systematic review, meta-analysis, scoping review, etc.).
2. Specify criteria for study eligibility giving a rationale.
3. Describe how quality was assessed.
4. Summarize main findings, including strength of evidence for each main outcome.
5. Interpret the results in the context of other evidence and provide implications for future research.

### Key Recommendations for Clarification about Innovation Scholarship

1. Present a clear and thorough description of the problem, its importance and the need for innovation, including how the problem has been identified, and who is affected.
2. Present justification for the innovation to pass the “who cares?” test.
3. Describe clearly the innovation-specific metrics used to evaluate the innovation.
4. Describe both successes and failure in implementation, and subsequent lessons learned.
5. State clearly the impact of the innovation on the field.

For those seeking more clarification around these recommendations, please see Appendix C.
new question or add a new innovative spin to previous work. Other times, a study may replicate or contradict previous findings or theories. Junior authors should seek the mentorship of those more well-versed in an area for help when writing their manuscripts. An experienced educator may know of work that is linked conceptually but may not have been studied in the exact same context (e.g., work in intensive care unit education may be relevant to an author who is seeking to study emergency consultations skills). Linking to previous literature is of the utmost importance when reporting new findings.4,6,24–26

Completing a thorough review of the literature is advisable, but this preparatory reading will not always lead to a publishable manuscript.10 Reviews of previous literature may not coalesce into meta-analyses or systematic reviews because the existing literature is too heterogeneous to answer a defined question.10 Clearly defined questions for synthesis works are important, but the aggregation of data must first be justifiable, as we point out in our genre-specific recommendations (see Figure 2).

Finally, we would like to advise educators that works on scholarly innovation are important; however, not every educational endeavour will be innovative. Innovation reporting requires the same amount of rigour as other forms of scholarship, with the same necessity to build upon previous work and add new ideas.9 Careful thought should be placed into whether the work of scholarship is best disseminated as an innovation report, or whether it is best delivered to other educators as a package of peer-reviewed teaching materials via new scholarly portals3,4 (such as MedEdPortal, JETem.org, EMsimCases.com, etc.).

LIMITATIONS

The main limitation of our study was that the demographic make-up of consensus conference participants was not optimal or selective. An open call for participation was made to all emergency physician members of CAEP, potentially limiting a broader inclusion of EM educators. Also, the demographics of participants indicated significant representation from very early career EM scholars (students, residents, and junior educators) who may lack significant experience in medical education scholarship. Thus, the endorsement of key steps may be influenced by limited or inexperienced consensus.

CONCLUSION

Education scholarship is imperative to advance EM education. To effectively publish and disseminate education scholarship, it is important to prevent fatal flaws. Clinician educators are a prime source of innovations and research that can advance the field of medical education, and we hope that this document and its associated reviews7–10 will help foster continued education scholarship amongst the ranks of EM educators. This guide serves as a primer for both novice education scholars and clinician educators to assist in elevating EM education scholarship by attending to key steps in the publication process.
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